Recently we developed a model that reproduces the Kanizsa square illusion based on two principles: (1) a spatial 2-D integration of luminance ratio and differentiated depth signals creates a ''primary" lightness map and a depth map, respectively, which is then followed by (2) a modification of the primary lightness values under influence of the perceived depth (Kogo, Strecha, Van Gool, & Wagemans, 2010) . Within this model, the process of the spatial integration inevitably introduced an arbitrary offset. In order to obtain absolute values of depth and lightness, the offset values needed to be determined by other constraints. This is the anchoring problem of the depth and lightness measurements. Here we report the anchoring rules that were established by investigating the model's responses to the Kanizsa square and its wide range of variations. For the primary lightness map, the highest value rule was applied, while the area rule appeared most plausible for the depth map. By applying the same principles to simple figures consisting of black and white areas of different size ratios, the model succeeded in reproducing published empirical results on lightness anchoring .
Introduction
Lightness is the perceived reflectance of a surface. How do we know the reflectance of a surface by seeing it? This is not a simple question to answer. To start, the well-known underconstrained inverse-optics problem needs to be solved: two values, illumination and reflectance, need to be computed from a single measurement, luminance. The visual system needs to use extra information to judge whether the luminance of a surface is due to the reflectance of the surface or the illumination on the surface (for reviews, see Gilchrist, 2006 and Gilchrist et al., 1999) . Furthermore, a careful analysis suggested elaborate mechanisms underlying our lightness perception. It was found that the lightness of two abutting surfaces depends on the luminance ratio between them (relative values), not on their absolute luminance values (Wallach, 1948) . If lightness perception is based on relative values, certain rules are required to compute the absolute values of lightness: After detecting the relative values, they need to be ''anchored" to some absolute values. This ''anchoring problem" must be solved by internal mechanisms in the visual system. Phenomenologically, Li and Gilchrist (1999) have demonstrated two rules of anchoring by which the perceived lightness values are determined. They covered the entire visual field of a subject by a dome inside of which the area was divided in two areas with different gray scales and they observed the following two principles. First, the area with the higher luminance is valued as white when its surface area is larger than the other. Second, when the surface area with the lower luminance becomes greater than the other one, the lightness value assigned to it increases while the one assigned to the surface area with the higher luminance becomes slightly higher than white. In other words, the final lightness values reflect the relative (but not the absolute) values of luminance and are ''anchored" following these two rules. The observed phenomena are systematic and, therefore, they are considered to be revealing the internal mechanisms of lightness computation.
The fact that lightness perception depends on the ratio between the luminance values at borderlines reveals the relational character of our perception as described in Gestalt psychology, i.e. the observation that the relative values (differences of measurements) but not the absolute values (measurements themselves) of input signals determine our perception (Koffka, 1935) . This relational point of view leads to the argument that the information about surfaces is stored at the borderlines and can be extracted later from them. This view has been discussed theoretically (Arend, 1973; Gilchrist, Delman, & Jacobsen, 1983; Land & McCann, 1971; Ross & Pessoa, 2000; Wallach, 1948) as well as supported experimen-tally (Arend, 1973; Gilchrist, 1979; Hung, Ramsden, Chen, & Roe, 2001; Krauskopf, 1963; Whittle & Challands, 1969) . Retinex theory (Land & McCann, 1971) , for instance, was proposed to reconstruct surfaces based on the ratio of luminance values measured at the borderlines. With this way of constructing surfaces from the relative values, one degree of freedom is inevitably introduced, the offset value, because the result is independent of the absolute values. In our view, the phenomena observed by Li and Gilchrist reflect the way in which the offset values are determined by the computational mechanisms of the visual system.
To investigate the anchoring mechanisms, it is worth here considering the relational aspect of vision in terms of neural mechanisms. From the beginning of the history of neural recordings from the visual cortex, it has been known that neurons respond to borderlines of objects but not to the surface interior between the borderlines (Hubel & Wiesel, 1959) . Although this is a quite characteristic property of neurons in general, it is a bit puzzling in the sense that the interior surface, while it is perceived, does not itself excite neurons (Hubel, 1988, p. 87) . However, some neurons in V1 are sensitive to the polarity of contrast (Hubel & Wiesel, 1962) and some neurons in V2 and V4 are even able to signal the polarity of the depth differences (''border-ownership", Zhou, Friedman, & von der Heydt, 2000) . This implies that the relational property of perception may be based on the neural signals that represent the original input in the form of ''differentiated" signals. Although neurons appear to respond to borderlines of images, their activities actually contain information about the interior between the borderlines in implicit form. It follows that their spatial ''integration" can make the information explicit by constructing the surfaces attached to the borderlines. In the process of the integration, naturally, an offset value needs to be determined, which corresponds to the anchoring problem. In terms of the neural architecture for visual perception, the ''differentiation-integration" strategy might indeed be a plausible strategy for the visual system. Within this approach, the lower-level visual cortex only needs to detect the local properties by measuring the ''difference" of the inputs between neighbors (e.g., the differences of luminance or depth). By assigning these difference values to individual locations, in effect it constructs a ''2-D differentiated" signal map. The higher level, on the other hand, two-dimensionally ''integrates" the signals of these relative measurements to determine the macroscopic properties.
Investigating the anchoring mechanism is essential to articulate the differentiation-integration process in the visual system. The mechanisms underlying the lightness perception phenomena found by Li and Gilchrist are, however, not known. Recently, we developed a model, called the ''DISC" (Differentiation-Integration for Surface Completion) model, which reproduces the perception of Kanizsa figures such as an illusory square in an array with four pacmen. It also reproduces our perception of its variation figures including non-illusory figures (Kogo, Strecha, Van Gool, & Wagemans, 2010) . The DISC model is fully based on the differentiation-integration approach reflecting the relational view mentioned above: From the integration of luminance ratio based values, it creates a lightness map. It also detects occlusion cues and computes the border-ownership (BOWN) signals that indicate depth differences, and the integration of them creates a depth map. The development of the model, therefore, necessitated us to articulate the anchoring mechanisms so that they could be implemented in the model.
In search for the correct implementation of the anchoring rules for these maps, we realized that, by analyzing the behavior of the DISC model responding to the variations of the Kanizsa figure, the use of this well-known and fundamental illusion can provide insight in the relationship between depth-lightness linkage and the anchoring rules, and their connection to figure-ground segregation. In this way, we were able to narrow down the possible anchoring rules used in the primary lightness map and depth map. Furthermore, based on the final lightness map, the validity of these rules can be analyzed by comparison with empirical data. In other words, we argue that the framework of the DISC model, the interaction of the anchored primary lightness map and the anchored depth map to compute the final lightness, may explain the mechanisms that determine the phenomenological rules of anchoring mentioned above. This paper is to investigate the plausibility of these anchoring mechanisms implemented in the model and to compare the behavior of the model with previously published empirical data.
In sum, we believe that the Kanizsa figure provides the possibility to develop specific methods for anchoring and for depthlightness linkage because the results can be evaluated against the well-established perception of these stimuli. We first discuss the framework of the theory and the model, described in more details elsewhere (Kogo et al., 2010) . We then describe how the anchoring rules were determined heuristically by using the Kanizsa figure variations as guiding examples. In addition, the responses of the model to objects with varying sizes are described and compared with previously reported empirical data of the anchoring rules in lightness perception.
Theory and computational model
The principle of the DISC model to reproduce the Kanizsa illusion is simple: the depth perception of the image modifies the lightness perception. The lightness map created at first by the integration of the luminance ratio is called a ''primary" lightness map. This is further modified by the depth map to reflect the fact that lightness perception is influenced by depth perception (depth-lightness linkage). This creates the final lightness map. In the integration processes of the primary lightness map and the depth map, naturally, it was necessary to determine the offset values of these maps. To investigate the most plausible rules to determine the offset values is the focus of this paper. In this section, first, we explain the differentiation-integration approach as a concept and explain how this approach implies the anchoring problem (determination of the offset values). This is then followed by the description of the methods to implement this concept into a computational model.
Differentiation-integration approach and anchoring problem
Anchoring is, clearly, a general problem when the ''differentiation-integration" approach is taken because the offset value after the integration needs to be determined by additional constraints. The problem can be described in a general form as follows. Assume that the visual system processes a certain property, F, of a visual image. First, the visual system constructs a differentiated map of the property
This differentiated map is later spatially integrated to create the perception of the input property F P :
a is the integration pathway, r with an arrow on the top: unit vector in space, C is a constant As indicated, this integration introduces an extra constant, C, which is an offset for F P . In Eq. (2), C is arbitrary as far as there are no additional constraints to determine a particular value for it. To determine the value for C is exactly equivalent to solving the anchoring problem.
We hypothesize that the visual system first creates relative maps in the lightness and the depth domains. These are then integrated to create the lightness and the depth maps. This integrated lightness map is further modified to compute the final lightness map. The lightness maps before and after the modification are called ''primary lightness map" and ''lightness map", respectively. Note that the visual system's surface completion mechanism does not always create flat surfaces but sometimes surfaces with gradual changes. It is known that when the distance of the pacmen in Kanizsa figure is increased, the illusion is reduced (i.e., the support ratio effect; see Shipley & Kellman, 1992) . Also, when the pacmen are misaligned, the edges of the perceived central surface appear smoother (Stanley & Rubin, 2003) . The surface construction by spatial integration, therefore, should differ from the mathematical integration in this regard. That is, when a pulse-like signal is mathematically integrated, for instance, a step-wise signal is created (causal integration). Human vision, on the other hand, seems to perform a completion with a gradual decay in distance instead. We implemented, therefore, a mathematical technique, called ''leaky integration" (Claerbout, 1992) , which is similar to causal integration except that the integrated values decay with distance. This leaky integration operator (Q) in two-dimensional space is applied to the relative depth map R and the luminance ratio map K to create the depth map D and the primary lightness map L P , respectively:
The relative depth map R is computed as the border-ownership map described later. The (log-) luminance ratio map K is a differentiation of the logarithm of the input luminance I 0 . a is a constant.
Once again, the integration introduces the constants C D and C L , which have to be determined by the anchoring process. The goal of this paper is to investigate how these two values for C D and C L should be determined.
The DISC model
The basic structure of the DISC model is shown in Fig. 1A (see Kogo et al., 2010 for more details). The model first creates a logluminance ratio map of the image. First, the logarithm of the input luminance is taken and the difference values between neighboring pixels are taken. This is done so that the lightness value computed at the later stage of the model depends on the luminance ratio (Horn, 1974; Land & McCann, 1971) to reflect the dependency of our lightness perception on the luminance ratio but not on the luminance difference (Wallach, 1948) . The result is called the log-luminance ratio map. The log-luminance ratio map is fed into two channels, the geometric channel and the photometric channel that compute the depth and the lightness maps, respectively. Note that only where there is a luminance value difference between two neighboring pixels, the luminance ratio map has non-zero values. In the depth channel, therefore, the model first normalizes the luminance ratio map to create the borderline map. It then looks for occlusion cues (junctions) by detecting changes of directions of the borderlines. Even when a junction is small and is constituted by two borderlines around a pixel, it is detected as a junction. Amplitudes of all junction signals are normalized to a value of one regardless of the size of the junctions. The L-junction signals tentatively indicate the relative depth based on the properties of the junctions (Fig. 1B) . (For simplification purpose, T-junction detection is omitted in this paper. The original model detects L-and T-junctions.) It is assumed that the area on the side of the narrower angle of a junction (90°at J) is the ''occluding" area (S 1 ), while the one with the wider angle (270°) is being the ''occluded" area (S 2 ).
Next, the ''ownership" of the borderlines (BOWN) is determined by reflecting the global configuration of the figures, i.e. the layout of the borderlines and the junctions (for details, see Kogo et al., 2010) . This is done by adopting and modifying an algorithm published by Zhaoping (2005) . The basic idea is that the BOWN signals interact with each other in the entire space so that those that are in agreement enhance each other. At each pixel on a borderline, two opposing BOWN signals are possible at first, indicating that the areas on both sides of the borderline can be the owner. First, each BOWN signal (e.g., B 1 at x in Fig. 1C ) is compared with the junction map. If a junction is located and oriented so that the occlusion suggested by the junction is in agreement with the ownership the BOWN signal is indicating (e.g., J 1 ), the BOWN signal is enhanced. The strength of this enhancement decays exponentially with the distance of the two points. This first result of the junction-based BOWN map is passed onto an iteration process where the BOWN signals are enhanced further when other BOWN signals in agreement are found (e.g., B 2 in Fig. 1D ). In this way, the final BOWN signals reflect the macroscopic configuration of the input image. The result shows the dominance of the ownership by one side of the area compared to the other. The BOWN signals of two opposing sides are compared and the one that obtained the larger value becomes the final owner of the borderline at each location and its value is normalized (winner-take-all). In a simple closed figure such as a disk or a rectangle this process creates BOWN signals indicating that the inside area is the owner of the borderline. Furthermore, this process successfully obtains BOWN signals of Kanizsa figure and the wide range of its variations, including illusory and non-illusory figures (Kogo et al., 2010) .
The final BOWN map indicates which side of the individual borderline is its owner (closer to the viewer) and hence indicates the depth order at each location. This computed BOWN map is considered as a differentiated depth map in the model and the integration of the BOWN map gives the depth map. Hence, the 2-D leaky integration is applied to the final BOWN map. The leaky integration is achieved by the use of a Gaussian function which is cut in half at zero. Convolution of this ''half Gaussian" function with a pulse-like signal creates a step change at the location that decays gradually with distance (the decay is determined by the standard deviation of the Gaussian). A summation of the leaky integration in all 360°different orientations and its average (excluding the integration pathways that do not create any signals) constructs surfaces between borderlines. Furthermore, the bilateral filter (Tomasi, 1998 ) is applied to smooth the surface. This creates the final depth map. In the Z-axis of the map, the higher the value of a surface is the closer to the viewer.
The same integration process is applied to the log-luminance ratio map that results in the primary lightness map, L P . It is called ''primary" lightness map because (1) it gives a basic structure of the lightness map but (2) it is further modified by reflecting the depth values computed in the geometric channel. Thus, the final lightness map L is created by modifying this primary lightness map based on the depth-lightness linkage. For this purpose, a socalled modification factor M is constructed as a function of the depth map D. This is multiplied with the primary lightness map L P to obtain the final lightness L:
Eq. (4) indicates that the perceived lightness of the image is determined by modifying the primary lightness values at each point according to their perceived depth values. Here, L P and D are underlined to explicitly indicate that these values need to be anchored (determination of the offset values). Now we are ready to describe, in the next section, the exact methods of anchoring the depth and the primary lightness maps as well as the mathematical form of the modification factor M determined by representative example figures. Fig. 2 shows the Kanizsa figure (A) and its variations (B-E) that are considered in this paper. In the following sections, we first attempt to develop the proper methodology of the anchoring rules for the depth and the primary lightness maps and the depthlightness linkage by using these Kanizsa variation figures. The aim is to achieve consistent rules to determine the values of C D and C L in Eq. (3) 
Analysis of the DISC model's responses

Basic responses to the original Kanizsa figure
In this section, the basic responses of the DISC model to the Kanizsa figure is described only to aid the further investigation of the response properties relevant for this paper. A detailed description of the responses is provided elsewhere (Kogo et al., 2010) . Fig. 2F shows the detected junctions in the Kanizsa figure. As curvatures are considered to be sequences of small junctions, the junction signals exist along the curved contours of the pacmen as well as on the large center and side junctions. The BOWN map is created based on the junction signals and the border signals (Fig. 2G ). The integration of the BOWN map (relative depth map) results in the depth map (Fig. 2H ). In the same manner, the logluminance map is integrated. The resulting primary lightness map is shown in Fig. 2I . In the depth map, the central area obtains In both channels, relative value maps (log-luminance map and relative depth map) are created. They are considered as differentiated maps and, by the subsequent 2-D integration process, they become the primary lightness map and the depth map, respectively. Based on the contrast polarity map and the depth map, a ''modification factor" is constructed. The product of the modification factor and the primary lightness map is the lightness map, the final output of the model. (B) Occlusion cue detection. When an L-junction (J) is detected, the model tentatively decides that the surface within the narrower angle (S 1 ) is the occluder and the one with the wider angle (S 2 ) is the occluded area. (C) BOWN computation based on the distribution of occlusion cues. Adapting Zhaoping's convention (Zhaoping, 2005) , the ownership is signaled by the arrow indicating the orientation of the borderline and the side fin indicating the side of the owner. At every point on borderlines, two ownerships of the borderline are possible at first. Consider the BOWN signal B 1 at x indicating the ownership by the inside of the square (S 1 ). If there is a junction (J 1 ) that is concave when viewed from x, B 1 is enhanced. (D) The resulting signals are passed onto the next iteration process of BOWN computation. The BOWN signal, B 1 at x is in agreement with, for instance, the BOWN signal B 2 . Hence, they enhance each other. After iteration of this process, the two opposing BOWN signals are subtracted and normalized to create the final BOWN map. a height higher than either the pacmen or the surrounding area. The primary lightness map, on the other hand, reflects the changes of the luminance in the original image, with a dark area within the pacmen and a lighter area in the rest. Note that these are the results before being properly anchored or implementing the depthlightness linkage and, hence, this primary lightness map does not yet represent our perception.
Polarity of contrast
As described above, the basic design of the model is to construct the modification factor M based on the depth map, and then to modify the photometric structure provided by the primary lightness map to obtain the final lightness map. The construction of the modification factor, however, has to be done with caution. By comparing the two Kanizsa figures with opposite contrast polarities ( Fig. 2A and B) , an important aspect of this illusion can be observed: The central area in the ''black pacmen on white background" (black-on-white) configuration is perceived as lighter than the surrounding area, while in the ''white pacmen on black background" (white-on-black) configuration, it is perceived as darker. In addition, the variations of the Kanizsa figure shown in Fig. 2C with mid-gray background and equal numbers of black and white pacmen (mid-gray Kanizsa figure) do not yield any different lightness in the central area compared with the surrounding area.
The schematic drawings of the predicted depth map of the figures with these three configurations are shown in Fig. 3A (left) . Because the polarity of the contrast is irrelevant for the geometric channels of the model and because of a normalization process in the BOWN computation, the depth maps of these figures are exactly the same. Therefore, if the modification factor would simply reflect the depth values, it would increase the lightness of the central areas in all three figures. This is incorrect as explained above. The modification factor apparently has to reflect the contrast polarity. In other words, the influence of depth perception is to enhance the contrast, not the intensity itself. The contrast polarity is, therefore, implemented by creating a ''polarity (of contrast) map" from the result of integrating the luminance ratio map.
The predicted polarity maps of these three figures are shown in Fig. 3A (middle, they can only have values of +1, À1, or 0). The product of the depth map and this polarity map is called the ''polarity-depth map" (D P ), shown in Fig. 3A (right) . Comparing the black-on-white and white-on-black figures ( Fig. 3Aa and b) , their polarity-depth maps are now the mirror images for each other. In the mid-gray figure (Fig. 3Ac) , on the other hand, because the background is a mid-gray and there are equal numbers of black and white pacmen, almost negligible differences would be created between the central area and the surrounding area after integration. This results in assigning the value of zero in the central and the surrounding areas in the polarity map, as shown in Fig. 3Ac (middle). The polarity-depth map of this figure, therefore, also obtains a zero value in these areas (Fig. 3Ac, right) . In sum, with the black-on-white and white-on-black figures, the polarity-depth maps would result in the central areas having positive and negative values, respectively. The polarity-depth map of the mid-gray Kanizsa, on the other hand, would have the value of zero in this area. Hence, if these values in polarity-depth map are reflected in the modification factor, it would result in the correct lightness maps for these figures. Actual responses of the model to these figures (L P , D and D P ) are shown in Fig. 3B .
General form of the modification factor and the anchoring rule for depth
Now we are in a position to look for heuristics to determine how to anchor these two measurements, the polarity-depth map and the primary lightness map.
First, we consider the anchoring rule for the depth map. As described before, the primary lightness map provides the general photometric structure while the depth map provides the way to modify this structure. For the areas that do not receive such modification, the modification factor should be set to a constant value of one (hence, no change from primary lightness map, see Eq. (4)) while the lightness value of the area that is influenced by the depth perception should be changed from the original value in the primary lightness map and, therefore, the modification factor should have a value of more or less than one, depending on the direction of the change it should receive. This leads to the conclusion that the area in the depth map that corresponds to the non-modified area should be the one that is anchored to a constant value according to the anchoring rule we are looking for. This can be achieved by anchoring the non-modified area in the depth map to zero and then by adding the offset value of one, as indicated in Eq. (5):
Here, D P indicates polarity-depth. A scaling function e was introduced to determine the range of the lightness values reflecting the total luminance value I tot . (The form of the scaling function e is chosen so that the range of the lightness values increases towards a maximum value while the total luminance increases.) If the value in the anchored depth map is zero at a point in space, this means that the modification value of the point is set to one and hence no modification occurs, while, if the depth value after anchoring is non-zero at another point, the modification value is not equal to one and hence the lightness is modified from the original value.
Importantly, in this way, the modification factor only modifies the primary lightness map in non-anchored areas. When the Kanizsa illusion occurs, the central area is the one that evokes the subjective perception of lightness. Hence, the background has to be anchored (no modification) constantly in the depth map. To anchor the background (surrounding) area in the depth map to zero, two rules are possible, namely, ''the height rule" and ''the area rule". The height rule is to anchor the area that has a certain value in depth, such as the highest, the lowest, or the average. Because the background area in the Kanizsa figure has the lowest height in depth in our perception, the highest and the average height rules can already be eliminated. If the height rule is the rule to be taken for the depth map, therefore, the lowest height rule is the candidate. The area rule is to anchor the largest area with consistent depth. Because the background area has the largest surface area, this rule is also a likely candidate. Fig. 2D is a variation of the Kanizsa figure with circular lines surrounding the pacmen. In this example, the central square is perceived as being behind the ''foreground" and its corners are seen through the four black holes. This provides a case where the figures are further away than the ground. Clearly, the foreground (the area outside of the disks) should be anchored in the depth map. The existence of such an example indicates that the lowest depth anchoring rule should be eliminated. We conclude that, for the depth map, the largest area rule needs to be applied: the process determines, in effect, the ''ground" (back-or foreground) and anchors it. This conclusion is in agreement with Gestalt psychology's size principle in figure-ground segregation.
Anchoring rule for lightness
In determining the anchoring rule for lightness perception, the empirical data from Li and Gilchrist's thorough experiment ) is the key. In their experiment, the entire visual field of the subject was covered by a dome, on the inside of which the stimuli were painted. Using a simple stimulus divided in two areas (e.g., one being light gray and the other being darker gray) presented inside the dome, they showed that the lightness perception of the lighter area was anchored to white as long as its surface area was dominant (highest luminance rule of anchoring). When the surface area of the darker side became dominant, on the other hand, the lightness value of the lighter area was rated even higher than white and therefore called ''super-white" (also called ''whiter than white", or ''self-luminous" when the value reaches even higher level). The lightness in the lighter area increased as its surface area decreased. This means that the anchoring deviated from the highest luminance rule and became the compromise between the highest luminance rule and the area rule. The model has to reproduce this result.
First, it is important to consider this experimental condition and compare it with the conditions under which Kanizsa figures are observed. A Kanizsa figure is usually presented on a white paper (''true background" as oppose to the background within the figure) . If the background within the figure is white, then, it blends into the true background. If, on the other hand, the background of the figure is not white while the true background is a white paper, it creates borderlines between the figure and the true background. Taking account of the relational point of view and our differentiationintegration approach, the existence of the color difference there would certainly influence the perception of the image. The white-on-black Kanizsa figure shown in Fig. 2B , for instance, has a black background that creates a contrast with the true background of the white paper. Note that in the conditions of Li and Gil- christ's dome experiment, this problem is probably eliminated because the stimuli continued all the way to the end of the visual field. Corresponding to this, when the variations of the Kanizsa figure were given to our model, the contrast between the background of the figure and the true background was also neglected. This means that the model shows responses in an environment that is equivalent to the dome experiment. In other words, the black, gray or white background of a figure is assumed to cover the entire visual field.
In this condition, the figures with four black objects (e.g., pacmen) on a white background are assured to correspond to the stimulus in the dome experiment with the surface area of the lighter area being dominant. The figures with white objects on black, on the other hand, correspond to the stimulus when the black surface area is dominant. This argument leads to the conclusion that, in all the variations of the Kanizsa figure with the black-on-white configuration, the area that is white in the original stimulus should be perceived as white. With the Kanizsa figure in this configuration, however, this should be determined carefully because the central area is perceived lighter than the surrounding. Which area, center or surround, is, then, perceived as white? Note that, in the nonillusory variation figures (e.g. Fig. 2E ), this lightness difference between the center and surround areas does not exist. Clearly, in these non-illusory figures, the areas that are originally white should all be perceived as white, according to the rule found by Li and Gilchrist. By placing the original Kanizsa figure with the non-illusory figure side-by-side, it becomes clear that the perception of lightness in the surrounding area should be consistent and that it is the central area of the original Kanizsa figure which differs from the others. In other words, the background color seems to have constancy, while in the central area, the subjective or modified lightness should occur. The anchoring rules for the primary lightness and depth maps, as well as the depth-lightness linkage in our model, therefore, should lead to the same result in the black-on-white configuration: the surrounding area is assigned white and the center area of the Kanizsa figure should have the assigned value of higher than white.
As discussed in the previous section, the modification factor is set to one in the surrounding area (no modification by the depth map). Considering Eq. (4) and the fact that the lightness in this area should be set to ''white", the surface in the primary lightness map should be anchored to a value so that it results in ''white" in the lightness map. Because the central area and the background area both have almost equal values in the primary lightness map (Fig. 3B top) both areas would be anchored in the map. There are, again, two possible rules to obtain this result, namely, to anchor the area based on the value in the primary lightness map (the highest value rule) or based on the largest area with consistent value (the area rule).
While we determined, by inference from the perception of the Kanizsa figure, that the area rule is used for the depth map, so far two anchoring rules appear possible for the primary lightness map, i.e. the highest value rule and the area rule. To determine which of these two possible rules to follow, further investigation of other example figures is necessary.
Further clues from the Kanizsa variation figures
Using the Kanizsa figures with the opposite contrast polarity, i.e. black-on-white and white-on-black Kanizsa figures ( Fig. 2A  and B) , the possible anchoring rules for the primary lightness map can be discussed further. In Fig. 4A , the predicted polaritydepth and primary lightness in the surrounding (S), the pacmen (P), and the central (C) areas are schematically plotted one-dimensionally. As discussed before, the area anchored in the depth map does not modify the lightness (Eq. (5)), and, if, in addition, the same area is anchored in the primary lightness map, then it is perceived as ''white". In other words, when an area is anchored in both the depth and the primary lightness maps, the area is perceived as white.
The two figures in question create exactly the same depth maps and hence their polarity-depth maps are each other's mirror images due to the opposite contrast polarity. These maps are anchored at the surrounding areas (the background, indicated by dashed lines in Fig. 4A ). In addition, the surrounding area in the black-on-white Kanizsa figure has the quality of both the highest primary lightness and the largest surface area and, hence, becomes anchored in the primary lightness no matter which anchoring rule is taken (Fig. 4Aa) . The key difference between the two figures is the fact that the surrounding area in the white-on-black Kanizsa figure does no longer possess the highest primary lightness (Fig. 4Ab bottom) . If the area rule is applied to the primary lightness map in this figure, the surrounding area will be anchored. If, on the other hand, the highest value rule is applied, the areas inside the pacmen would be anchored in the primary lightness map.
This difference is further explained in Fig. 4B . In Fig. 4B , the anchoring of the primary lightness and the polarity-depth maps from the black-on-white Kanizsa figure is shown. In both maps, the surrounding area is anchored. As a result, the final lightness map shows the surrounding area anchored to the value of one (white) and the central area gains a value higher than white (''super-white"). In Fig. 4C and D, two possible ways of anchoring are shown for the white-on-black Kanizsa figure. If the area rule is applied to the primary lightness map of this figure, as shown in Fig. 4C , the surrounding area is anchored. Because the polarity-depth map does not provide any modifications in this area, this area in the final lightness map would be assigned as white (1.0 times 1.0). The areas inside the pacmen, on the other hand, would receive values higher than the surrounding area in both the primary lightness and the depth maps. This would result in assigning a value much higher than white in these areas (1.x times 1.x). This is completely against our perception of the figure. On the other hand, if the highest value rule is applied to the primary lightness map of this figure, as shown in Fig. 4D , the areas within the pacmen are anchored. Because the surrounding area in the polarity-depth map is anchored, the area does not receive any modification when the lightness is computed. The areas within the pacmen gain a value of one in the primary lightness map and a value higher than one in the polarity-depth map. Therefore, they gain the lightness value slightly higher than white. Clearly, the second rule matches our experience better.
The arguments above lead to the choice of the highest value rule in anchoring the primary lightness map. When compared with Li and Gilchrist's dome experiment, the black-on-white configuration of the Kanizsa figure is equivalent to the condition with the lighter area being dominant. In both cases, the lighter area is anchored as white. An exception is that the central area of this Kanizsa figure is assigned as ''super-white". Note that in the Kanizsa figure, the figure is in effect divided into three areas, the surrounding area, the areas within the pacmen, and the central area. In other words, when there are two segmented areas with the same luminance higher than the rest, the one that belongs to the background is anchored to white and the other being closer to the viewer, gains a value higher than white. The white-on-black Kanizsa figure, on the other hand, corresponds to the condition when the darker area is dominant. The areas within the pacmen have smaller surface area in total than the rest. They gain a lightness value higher than white, corresponding to Li and Gilchrist's data. The final lightness maps of the variation figures are shown in Fig. 5. (Note that the exponential function to obtain the modification factor discussed in the next section is used for these results.)
In summary, having three segmented areas in the perception of the Kanizsa figure forces us to further articulate the anchoring rules empirically found by Li and Gilchrist. The anchoring of the depth map by the area rule and the anchoring of the primary lightness map by the highest value rule, along with the depth-lightness linkage to compute the final lightness value using these two anchored maps, seem to provide this articulation. With these rules being implemented in our model, its behavior can now be investigated and compare with the empirical data in more detail.
Effect of changing surface areas
As mentioned above, Li and Gilchrist discovered that the anchoring rule of lightness perception is such that this area is anchored to white when the lighter area is dominant in size, while the perceived lightness of the lighter area is lifted up further, i.e. seen as super-white, when the darker area becomes dominant.
When a figure is divided in two areas, the following scenario takes place in the DISC model. Assume a configuration of a stimu- With the formalism of our model, both the highest value rule and the area rule applied to the primary lightness map would create the lightness value higher than white in the central square of the black-on-white figure. Therefore, both rules are plausible. (C) In the case of the white-on-black figure, on the other hand, if the primary lightness map is anchored by the area rule, the final lightness measurements would be equal to white in the surrounding area and they would be higher than white in the areas within the pacmen ( lus shown in Fig. 6A where the lighter (white) area has larger surface area than the darker (black) area. According to the area rule of the depth, the lighter area would be anchored in the depth map and be considered as background. According to the highest value rule, the lighter area would be anchored also in the primary lightness map. As a result, the lighter area, which is anchored in both maps, would gain a white value in the lightness map.
When the size of the lighter surface is reduced, as shown in Fig. 6B , on the other hand, the darker area would be anchored in the depth map. In the primary lightness map, the lighter area would still be anchored. Because of this, the product of the primary lightness map with the modification factor would result in a lightness value higher than white, i.e. super-white. When the surface area changes, its depth value will also change in our model. The smaller the surface area is, the higher it becomes in the depth map. Therefore, the modification value of the lighter area would be higher, i.e. the lightness value in the area increases while its surface area decreases. When a white disk is surrounded by a black area as shown in Fig. 6C , the disk would become higher than the surrounding in the depth map and hence the primary lightness of the white area would be modified to be higher than white.
However, it should be noted here that the result depends on the form of the function f in Eq. (5). Clearly, it should be a monotonically increasing function over polarity-depth. In this way, the modification of the lightness becomes stronger with the stronger polarity-depth signals. We tested the following two forms of the With the white-on-black figure, the central area becomes darker due to the fact that the polarity-depth map gains the lower value than the surrounding area (see Fig. 4D ). (C) The midgray figure receives no modification at the central area due to the near zero values in the polarity-depth map in the area. Fig. 6 . The predicted primary lightness map (middle) and the modification factor (bottom) of the figure with two divided areas (A and B, top) and the disk figure (C, top) . When the white area in the two divided areas has larger surface than the other (A), the area is anchored in both the primary map and the depth map. Once the area becomes smaller (B), it is not anchored in the depth any longer and receives a modification. Similarly, with the white-on-black disk figure, the central area would receive the modification. function f implemented in our model and compared their responses with Li and Gilchrist's data. These forms for f are an exponential function (Eq. (6)) or a linear function (Eq. (7)).
b and s are constants. In the exponential function it is subtracted by one so that the value f becomes zero when D is zero.
The responses of the model with these two different functions are tested using the stimuli as shown in Fig. 7A (top) . The size of the surface area is systematically changed and the computed lightness values on the white and black areas are measured and plotted in Fig. 7B (with an exponential function) and C (with a linear function). As the size of the lighter area becomes smaller, eventually its surface area becomes smaller than the darker area (indicated by the vertical arrow). From this point, the lightness value of the lighter area becomes higher than one. The height of the lighter area in the depth map keeps increasing and so are the lightness values. The plot with the exponential function (Fig. 7A ) resembles well to the plot shown by Li and Gilchrist (Fig. 7D) . With this function, the lightness value starts to increase smoothly and the change becomes more and more steep when the white area become very small. The exponential function for the modification factor, therefore, is chosen. Fig. 8 shows the responses of the model to the stimulus figures that consist of a white disk and a black surrounding area. The results of the lightness measurements of the figure by the model also yield the super-white values in the white area. The change of the lightness value is the largest, however, at the point when the surface area of the white area becomes smaller than the black area (d on the plot). The quantitative and qualitative difference between the plot in Figs. 7B and 8B indicates that the shift of the lightness values may be influenced not only by the surface area but also by the shape of the area.
Summary
The scheme for anchoring the depth and the primary lightness as well as the linkage between the depth and the lightness are summarized here.
The depth map D and the primary lightness map L P are constructed from the BOWN map and the log-luminance map, respectively, by means of leaky integration. The depth map is anchored by the area rule, i.e. the area with the largest surface is anchored to zero. For the primary lightness map, the highest value rule is applied and it is anchored to one. From the anchored D, the modification factor M is constructed. The product of M with L P results in the final output, the perceived lightness of the image, as described in Eq. (8).
In Eq. (8), the number next to the underline indicates that the value to which that variable is anchored. The anchoring of the lightness L emerges as the results of the anchoring of the primary lightness map and the depth map and their interaction. The properties of the lightness perception in our model correspond well with the data of Li and Gilchrist (1999) .
Discussion
The DISC model, the model we developed to reproduce the Kanizsa illusion, is based on two main principles: the differentiation- The lightness values of the white area (top trace) and the black area (bottom trace). As the surface area of the black area increases, eventually it becomes larger than the white area at the point indicated by the vertical arrow. After that, the black area is anchored in the depth map and the primary lightness values in the white area start to be modified. It results in a value higher than white. An exponential function (Eq. (6)) is used for the modification factor. (C) Same test but with a linear function (Eq. (7)) for the modification factor. The results with the exponential function seem to fit well with the schematic plot of Li and Gilchrist's results (1999) shown in (D).
integration approach and the depth-lightness linkage (Kogo et al., 2010) . This framework is the key to investigate the possible mechanisms underlying the anchoring of lightness perception. First, the results of the integrations require determining the offset values (anchoring). Second, by using the anchored primary lightness map and the depth map, the final lightness map is created. The lightness map is anchored as a result of the process. Furthermore, by comparing these results with the well-known phenomena of lightness perception of the Kanizsa figure variations, it is possible to investigate the plausibility of the anchoring rules.
Importantly, because these measurements are created by the differentiation-integration approach in the domains of lightness and depth, the rules to determine the offset values for both of them need to be established. For the primary lightness map, the highest value rule is applied. Its anchoring and scaling are to provide a basic structure of the lightness measurements, i.e. the position of white and the range of gray scales, which are further modified by depth perception. The anchoring of the primary lightness map at the highest value is the origin of the model's tendency to assign (near) white values to the lighter area. For the depth map, the area rule is the most plausible. By anchoring the largest area with the same height, in effect, it determines the background area (back-or foreground, in general). In this way, the areas that are higher in the depth map compared with the ground receive the modifications in the lightness domain. In other words, when an area is perceived as figure, its lightness is influenced by its height in the depth perception.
Changing the surface area influences the depth measurement in the DISC model because of the distance-dependency of the BOWN computation and the integration process. With a smaller surface area, BOWN signals enhance each other more and the integrated values decay less within the area. The smaller the surface area, the more height the surface gains in the depth map. Once the smaller area has started to gain height in the depth map, its primary lightness measurement becomes modified. The modification becomes stronger with the height. The importance of this behavior of the model is that it explains one of the findings by Li and Gilchrist (1999) : The anchoring of lightness perception deviates from the highest luminance rule when the lighter area becomes smaller than the darker area. In the model, when the lighter area has the larger surface, it is anchored in both domains, primary lightness and depth. This results in assigning the value of white in this area. Even when the size of the lighter area is reduced, as long as it is larger than the darker area, the primary lightness value stays non-modified. When the size of the lighter area is further reduced, finally the darker area is assigned as background and the lighter area becomes figure in the depth domain. In this condition, the lightness value of the lighter area is enhanced. Because its lightness value is already assigned to being white in the primary lightness map, it becomes ''super-white" or ''self-luminous" in the final lightness map.
''The area whose height differs from the background receives the modification." From a different point of view, this concept can be described in terms of figure-ground segregation. Once a surface gains a height higher than the background, it becomes a figure and hence it becomes the owner of the borderlines. And the figure area is the one whose primary lightness is modified based on its height. The ''figure-ness" seems to be the key determining the properties of lightness perception. In this regard, the term ''depth" in the model needs to be treated with caution. Consider the figure divided in two halves with a straight line as in Fig. 6 . The model tells that the side with the smaller surface area is higher than the other. However, the image is not necessarily perceived in this way. It may be suggested as such, but not conclusively. Within the hierarchical structure of the visual system, it is possible that these measurements provide only the basic properties for the further processing of the image at the higher level where more complex factors contribute to the final perception of ''figure" or ''depth". In that sense, the depth map in our model may be indicating the basic or primitive form of depth or ''figure-ness" rather than the final one. Nevertheless, it is possible that the measurements at this level strongly influence the fundamental properties of our perception such as lightness.
Importantly, depth measurements in our model are determined by junctions (occlusion-cue detections) as well as by the spatial distributions of the borderlines and the occlusion cues (BOWN Fig. 8 . Same test as in Fig. 7 but with the disk figure (A) . The lightness value of the white area becomes super-white as the lighter area becomes smaller than the darker area. The way it changes is, however quite different from the two-halves figure shown in Fig. 7. computation). This means that the final depth of an area is determined not only by the size of the surface area but also by other factors. This suggests that the ''super-white" phenomenon can be recreated also by modifying the shape of an area to enhance its ''figure-ness" without changing the surface area. In this regard, the Kanizsa figure and its variations are, once again, useful tools. The non-illusory variations of the Kanizsa figure, e.g. Fig. 2E , do not create the perception of the lighter central area even if they are configured to have the same surface areas as the original Kanizsa figure. This difference can be explained by the difference in depth perception of the figures due to the distributions of the occlusion cues and the borderlines (Kogo et al., 2010) . In the original Kanizsa figure, the central area is perceived as a separate surface from the rest (''figure"), as the depth map from the model indicates. That means that this central area is the one that receives the modification of the primary lightness and that the surrounding white area should be anchored. In a controlled environment such as Li and Gilchrist's experimental conditions with the dome covering the whole visual field of the subject, the model predicts that the central area of the (black-on-white) Kanizsa figure will be perceived as ''super-white", while with the non-illusory figures such as Fig. 2E , the central and the surrounding white areas will be perceived simply as white. In general terms, we predict that the deviation of the lightness anchoring from the highest luminance rule occurs not only by changing the surface areas but also by changing the depth cues of surfaces.
The BOWN computation process and the integration process in the model both take account of the signals from the entire space of the given input. The perception of the border-ownership is influenced by global configuration of the image. In fact, the responses of the V2 neurons that are sensitive to the border-ownership reflect the macroscopic configuration (Zhou et al., 2000) and they were successfully modeled by Zhaoping (2005) . Similarly, interactions of all the border signals and the occlusion signals determine the final BOWN map in the model. Furthermore, taking this BOWN map as the differentiated form of the depth map, the model integrates it two-dimensionally to create the depth map. By definition, the resulting value at each point is to reflect the BOWN signals from the entire space, as the integration accumulates the values along the integration path. Through these two steps, the resulting measurements reflect the global configuration of the image. In this way, the macroscopic properties of the image emerge quite naturally in the model.
It should be noted that, in an ordinary environment, figures are presented, for instance, on a white paper in a textbook or on the computer screen with gray scale color. In principle, the signals from outside the figure including the environment beyond the textbook or the screen might also influence our perception as far as they are in the visual field. As discussed earlier, the entire space of the figure given to the model is assumed to correspond to the whole visual field of the model. This means that the contrast that may exist between the figure and the paper or the screen is not considered in the model. The outer-limit of the figure is the outer-limit of the visual field for the model. This is equivalent to the condition in Li and Gilchrist's dome experiment where the background continues in the entire visual field. Because the BOWN computation and the integration process both reflect the signals in the entire space, any signals in any location in the space could potentially influence the lightness values in other locations. Hence, this notion that the condition assumed in the model is equivalent to the condition of the dome experiment is quite important when the empirical data is compared with the responses of the model. Only by considering the visual stimuli in the entire visual field, it is valid to compare the data such as the anchoring phenomenon with the responses of the model. This is the very reason why the Li and Gilchrist's data with the controlled environment was crucial in developing the model. Following Li and Gilchrist's experiment and their model in which the highest luminance and area rules are combined, some computational models have been proposed to provide further insight in the underlying mechanisms. Grossberg and Hong (2006) utilized the fact that the smoothed figure with a ''blurring kernel" does not, even at the peak, reach the highest luminance value of the original input when a figure has a small surface area compared with the size of the kernel. Using a combination of this with elaborate adaptation (normalization) processes, the lightness values were rescaled via a feedback loop and that pushes up the lightness value in small areas. In this way, the super-white value was assigned to the areas. The size of the blurring kernel has to be such that this ''over-smoothing" occurs at the right size of the figure as Li and Gilchrist reported, i.e. more than 50% of the visual field. However, whether such biological mechanisms indeed exist in the visual cortex for normalization or whether the smoothing function has the exactly right size for the over-smoothing to occur at 50% surface area of the visual field remains to be seen. Nevertheless, the model succeeded to reproduce the results from Li & Gilchrist's experiment.
Bressan presented a so-called double-anchoring theory of lightness perception (Bressan, 2006a (Bressan, , 2006b . Within this doubleanchoring approach, lightness perception of a surface is determined by the ratio of its luminance with the highest luminance value as well as the luminance of the surrounding area. The final lightness value is the result of the weighted average between these two different measurements of tentative lightness. With a simple mathematical formalization of the process and an implementation of the Gestalt psychological principles, the model showed robust responses to a wide range of known subjective lightness phenomena. The inclusion of the Gestalt principles such as grouping was necessary to define the ''surrounding" of individual figures.
This model may appear closely related to our model in the sense that two separate measurements are anchored. The doubleanchoring occurs, however, in two measurements of lightness. In our model, on the other hand, the two maps that are individually anchored are the (primary) lightness and the depth maps, i.e. two separate domains, one being photometric and the other geometric. To reproduce the subjective perception of lightness, this was a necessary step for us due to the well-known link of lightness perception to depth perception (Coren, 1972) . Because the two maps are created by the differentiation-integration approach, it further necessitated us to anchor these measurements, i.e. anchoring the lightness to the value of white and back-grounding the depth. Furthermore, our model is biologically motivated: the differentiation of input signals mimics the behavior of simple cells (Hubel & Wiesel, 1959 , 1962 , and junction detection as well as BOWN computation were implemented, both of which have been observed in visual cortex too (Hegdé & Van Essen, 2003; Pasupathy & Connor, 1999; Zhou et al., 2000) . Furthermore, the BOWN computation model originally developed by Zhaoping (2005) was inspired by the horizontal connections within the lower-level visual cortex. In contrast to our approach, Bressan's model was created from careful observations regarding a wide range of perceptual phenomena. In her model, the lighter surface perception in the central area of the Kanizsa figure is explained based on the Gestalt principles of grouping. In other words, the segmentation of the area is already assumed and is not the task for the model. With the same token, the central area of the non-illusory variation would be already assumed as non-segmented area based on the Gestalt principles. The aim of our model was, on the other hand, to explain why these different perceptions between the Kanizsa figure and its non-illusory variations can occur. This naturally led us to investigate the mechanisms in more neuronal terms. It is quite interesting that both models nevertheless converged to the conclusion that two separate measurements with two separate anchorings were necessary to reproduce lightness perception, besides the fact that the domains of anchoring are different and hence the detailed computations of the final results are different. Whether the anchoring has to be done in the domains of lightness and depth (or ''figure-ness") as in our model or in two separate measurements of lightness as in Bressan's model will require additional psychophysical testing.
Our model is also closely related to the ''selective integration" model by Ross and Pessoa (2000) . Their approach was to integrate the information at the borderlines in a ''context-sensitive" manner. In other words, if two surfaces belong to the same group (such as in the same depth plane), the integration was made to enhance the contrast between them and otherwise it was suppressed. In this way, the contrast in the same group is more meaningful than the contrast from different groups. As stated before, the major difference between our model and theirs (as well as Gilchrist et al.'s (1983) and Land and McCann's (1971) is that their models computed the lightness perception by their integration method, while our model applies this differentiation-integration approach to both the lightness and the depth computation. This very aspect of our model necessitated the anchoring in two separate domains that enabled our model to reproduce the lightness perception observed by Li and Gilchrist (1999) . Furthermore, our model computes the border-ownerships based on the macroscopic configurations of the image, and hence reflects its context. This has not been done in any of these models. Nevertheless, the success of Ross and Pessoa's model in various figures indicates the ''explanatory power" by the inclusion of the depth measurement in the lightness computation. In general terms, this supports our approach of constructing the lightness and the depth maps and their interaction determining the final lightness values.
It should be noted that, as a general rule, the interaction between lightness perception and depth perception can be mutual. However, our hypothesis is that the influence of the depth on the lightness plays the ''fundamental role" in creating the Kanizsa illusion (and thus differentiating the illusory and non-illusory variations). This is in line with Coren (1972) . Also, using fMRI, Mendola, Dale, Fischl, Liu, and Tootell (1999) showed that brain areas that are active when participants are seeing Kanizsa figures overlap with those that are active during depth recognition tasks. Nevertheless, the mutual interaction between lightness and depth perception as well as the top-down feedback mechanism influencing the depth and the lightness perceptions may need to be considered for more general applications. Further investigation on this topic is necessary.
There are many other stimuli that were not considered in this study but still may give some insights in the underlying mechanisms of lightness perception. Clearly, to investigate the applicability of the model to the lightness perception of the wider range of images is also necessary. However, to show the general applicability of the model to various images is not the aim of this paper. The example figures in this paper were used specifically to reason about how to determine the details in the algorithms. By analyzing these figures step-by-step, the algorithm of the lightness computation with anchoring process was articulated within the framework of the DISC model. It started from the reflection of the depth measurement by the analysis Kanizsa figure and its non-illusory variation, the reflection of the contrast polarity by the analysis of the black-on-white vs. white-on-black Kaniza figures and the mid-gray Kanizsa figure, to the determination of the function of the modification factor by the analysis of the data by Li and Gilchrist (1999) . The aim of the current paper was to provide the framework of this anchoring and the lightness computation.
In the future, however, the applicability of the framework should be tested with a wider range of figures. The variations of the Kanizsa figure with mixed contrast polarities (Albert, 2001; Spehar, 2000) , for example, appear to support the framework of the DISC model. Albert (2001) used figures with the surrounding objects consisting of black and white overlapping surfaces (e.g., Figs. 8 and 9 of his paper) and showed a significant reduction of the illusion. Note that, by this overlap of the surfaces, T-junctions are created. Importantly, the orientations of these T-junctions are not consistent with the central area being the occluding surface. Spehar (2000) also used other ''mixed-polarity" configurations. In the examples shown in Fig. 1 of her paper, the borderline between the two different colors merges to the apex of the central L-junction of the pacman which results in creating a Y-junction. The data showed a significant reduction of the illusion. In contrast, with the examples shown in Fig. 4 in her paper, the position of the borderline between the two colors is shifted so that it creates a T-junction with the straight borderline of the pacman and in these cases the Kanizsa illusion remained. With the former examples, the Y-junctions surrounding the central area creates ambiguous perception of the depth of the central area (it is equally possible that the area is perceived as closer or further from the viewer) while with the latter examples, all the orientations of the T-junctions are consistent with the central area being the occluding surface. In other words, these examples are consistent with the framework of the DISC model because (1) the BOWN computation reflects the properties of the junctions, (2) based on the BOWN computation, the depth maps are constructed and (3) the emergence of the illusion depends on the development of the depth difference between the central area and the surrounding. In our view, therefore, these examples indeed indicate the influence of the occlusion/ depth cues (T-and Y-junctions) on the emergence and nonemergence of the Kanizsa illusion. We intend to expand the application of the model to such examples as well as the well-known figures such as Benary's cross (1924) and White's illusion (1979) .
Perceiving spontaneous splitting of a surface with homogeneous color is another important phenomenon that the model should be able to reproduce (see Singh, Hoffman, & Albert, 1999) . In these configurations, the surface tends to split at the locations where no borderlines exist following Petter's rule (1956) . When the DISC model is applied to the Kanizsa figure, the illusory BOWN signals (contours) develop as follows. After the initial BOWN computation, the BOWN signals at the side (L-) junctions of the pacmen become inconsistent, i.e. among the BOWNs of the two borderlines that constitute the junction, one indicates the pacman as the owner while the other indicates the central surface as the owner. This condition is called the illusory T-junction in the model and the existence of them leads to develop the illusory BOWN signals. It should be, therefore, investigated whether the model creates an illusory T-junction condition in these spontaneously splitting surfaces as well. It is possible that when one part of the surface is significantly narrower than the other (hence the perception of splitting according to Petter's rule), the BOWN computation may result in the illusory T-junction condition. In addition to the illusory contours, it should be noted that the split surfaces are perceived to be three dimensionally curved. The model, therefore, has to be able to create the depth map with the gradual changes of the depth along the surfaces to reflect such depth perception. Further research is needed to investigate the performance of the BOWN computation in these images and to develop the approaches that reproduce the correct depth profiles of the curved surfaces.
The model was able to reproduce the schematic plot of the lightness perception phenomena reported by Li and Gilchrist (1999) . Quantitative details of the phenomena are, however, not known due to the technical difficulties of the experiments controlling the whole visual field with varying levels of luminance, such as the dome experiment. The exact profile of the plot may, therefore, be different and it may also vary depending on the shape of the stimuli (Bressan, 2006b) . In fact, the model predicts that other factors that determine depth perception, other than surface area, would also influence the profile of the plot quantitatively. The overall trend, however, seems to be robust as Li and Gilchrist's data clearly indicated: the lighter side is anchored to white and, with its decreasing surface area, the lightness value increases higher than white while the darker area is perceived more and more to be close to white. In computational modeling, all of the details of a theory have to be articulated, while precise details of the mechanisms are not yet available in the empirical data of neuronal responses. The functions implemented in the model, such as the functions for the modification factor and the scaling factor, were chosen to fit the overall trend. It is also possible that higher-level visual processing to articulate figure-ground segregation and depth perception as well as the involvement of the top-down feedback may need to be considered to be able to reproduce the robustness of our lightness perceptions of a wider range of figures. Only future studies will tell how the neuronal machinery works at each stage of computation to arrive at the final lightness perception.
